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Although I don’t like to fl y, I love fl ying over New York. 
The skyline gives itself to you like a postcard: all those glit-
tering jagged buildings, those silver shards. 

I had lived in New York for most of my adult life, but the 
end of graduate school brought with it a job teaching in 
Winston-Salem. A small Southern city. A tobacco capital. A 
place where everything is named after R.J. Reynolds. I was 
trading the Garibaldi statue in Washington Square Park for 
memorials to fallen Confederate generals. 

I could tell right away that life would be different.
The cabbie who drove me from the airport in Greensboro 

to my new apartment asked when my family would be join-
ing me. I was confused—why would parents and siblings 

accompany someone to a new job? My reply, “My family lives 
in California. They’re not coming with me,” did not seem 
to satisfy him. Then I realized he meant my husband and 
children. 

I didn’t bother to correct my response. I just looked out the 
window, at the billboards for RUGS!!!! and CIGARETTES!!! 
The driver also asked me which church I belonged to; when 
I said I didn’t belong to a church, he seemed genuinely con-
cerned for my well-being. No family and no church. What 
could become of such a woman? Then he began explaining 
that global warming doesn’t exist because recent winters had 
been very cold, and I pretended to check messages on my 
phone.

O
NE HOT AUGUST MORNING, I closed the door to my 
empty New York City apartment and dragged two large 
duffel bags into a cab and out to LaGuardia Airport, 
where I boarded a fl ight to Winston-Salem, N.C. The 
airplane was small, and I had to duck to walk down the 

aisle. The plane registered every bump and gust of wind; it was like being 
on a ride at an amusement park.
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The next couple of weeks still felt like summer, and I 
couldn’t believe that classes would be starting soon. I sat on 
my porch in the evenings and listened to crickets and cica-
das battle it out for noisiest insect. I drank bourbon, as one 
should in the South. And, out of necessity, I bought an old red 
Subaru. Because I had to relearn how to drive before I could 
get a driver’s license, I found an elderly man on Craigslist to 
take me out for two afternoons and review the basics of oper-
ating a motor vehicle. At the end of our sessions, I was con-
fident that I was no longer a menace to society. Luckily, the 
state of North Carolina agreed.

I felt out of place, but I was happy, and the first year slipped 
by in a pleasant haze of student meetings and Shakespeare 
classes and stacks of papers.

Although I hated driving to the grocery store or the dry 
cleaner, I loved to take long drives in the mountains. I’d set 
off on the weekends, past fields of dried tobacco, tan and 
wrinkled in the sun, past cemeteries with silk flowers on 
every grave, past abandoned gas stations overgrown with 
ivy, and up to the Blue Ridge Parkway, where the colors of 
fall were so extraordinary that they bordered on kitsch. As 
a friend said on a bright October day, the mountains looked 
like a painting on velvet, the oranges and reds garish in the 
Keatsian light. 

I liked being by myself. I liked my own company. I liked 

to drive and think. But though I didn’t know it at the time, 
something was missing. 

Nothing goes so well with a car as a dog. When I was in 
graduate school, I had wanted a dog but worried that I was 
too busy and too financially unstable. Plus, would a dog tie 
me down? What if I wanted to move to Paris? I mulled these 
things over. Maybe one day, I had thought.

“One day” came during my second southern summer. My 
sister Katharine was visiting and it was her idea to adopt a 
dog; I think she knew I needed a push. We drove to the shelter 
in Greensboro and parked in the sun. Inside the large ware-
house were rows and rows of pens, each of which contained 
two or three dogs. It was such a spectacle of need. I wanted to 
leave. Katharine told me we should stay.

One of the employees led us to a pen that held a medium-
sized tan dog with a black nose and dark eyes lined like 
Cleopatra’s. She looked like a Labrador and a Shepherd, with 
a dash of god-knows-what. She was adorable. She stank of 
urine. I named her Millie.

As we drove away from the shelter with Millie in the back 
seat, I looked at her in my rear-view mirror. Over the next 
months and years, it was a view I became accustomed to: 
Millie in the back seat in the Smokies. In the countryside. By 
the ocean. With her as my companion, I traveled even more 
than before. We were partners in restlessness.
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And so when I had to go to Los Angeles for a fellowship two 
summers ago, I decided to drive and take her with me. My 
friend Amanda flew down from New York to join us for the 
first few days of the trip, from North Carolina to Arkansas. 
I used to dog-sit her late pooch, Hannah, when I lived in 
New York. I had always thought of Hannah as my honorary 
dog. She was short and squat and reminded me of a little pig, 
which I mean as a compliment, as I love pigs. 

Millie looks much tougher than she is. I like to think of her 
as an adventuress, but she’s nervous and fearful with people 
other than me, so I speculate that some of her past adventures 
were not so good. Big, tough guys always compliment her—
“That’s one good-looking dog”—but she steers clear of them.

But Millie wasn’t scared of Amanda. We tossed our bags in 
the back of the car, packing things tightly so that Millie had 
room to roam. She hopped in and settled on her bed, and we 
set off, driving the Blue Ridge Parkway to Highway 19 and 
past the big Harrah’s Casino and the Santa’s Land theme park 
and into Cherokee, where families were fishing in the river 
and picnicking on its banks. We stopped for a while and sat 
in the sun, and Millie and Amanda splashed around in the 
water. It looked like summer.

Amanda, a seasoned road-tripper, was in charge of plan-
ning our route. She decided, quite rightly, that we needed an 
atlas, so I bought one somewhere in Tennessee, after we vis-
ited Dollywood. Our next stop was Graceland. She looked 
over our options and plotted routes that would keep us off 
the Interstate. 

The atlas was crisp and new, and had a key that indicated 
the country’s most scenic roads. I love atlases. It’s so satisfy-
ing to turn the pages, flipping from state to state, thinking 
about where you’ve been and where you’d like to go. People 
make fun of my atlas —they see it as old-fashioned, a silly 
remnant of the past. But unlike Google maps, an atlas shows 
you whole states, and the borders between states, and where 
a highway crosses from one state into another, and you feel 
that anything is possible. Those pages, bigger than a tabloid 
newspaper, suggest an unknown future.

When we weren’t using the atlas, we tossed it in the back 

seat, where Millie sat on it, wrestled with it and tracked mud 
on it. We spilled coffee on it, accidentally tore it. It became 
suitably marked by our journey.

Millie was less nervous in the car than at home; she seemed 
at ease. As we drove along, she stared happily out the wind-
shield, at all those miles of road. Whenever we stopped 
for gas, she sat up vigilantly and kept guard. If anyone 
approached the car, she made a low growl. If they came too 
close, she barked. This was her car. She would protect it. She 
would protect us.

It’s a strange thing to be guarded by a dog. It reminds you 
of your own vulnerability. And sometimes, when it’s not 
really necessary, it reminds you how distant your dog is from 
a wild and threatening world that could really make use of 
her instincts.

We made our way from DayGlo-green Tennessee into 
Arkansas, where the sun set warm and calm over the swamp-
lands. This is where I remember the light best. It made me 
think of the 1978 film Days of Heaven. The director, Terrence 
Malick, reportedly drove everyone on set crazy by limiting 
the daily shooting schedule to the “magic hour”—that brief 
span of glowing evening light. As a result, the film is perpet-
ually set in this time of day, right before darkness when the 
world is at its best. 

The three of us pushed forward through this light, and 
when we started to get tired, Amanda would get on her phone 
and find a motel in the next town. Although Millie was 
always at the foot of my bed when we went to sleep, some-
times she ended up on Amanda’s bed in the morning, watch-
ing the door to our motel room. 

Our drives were hot. The car was hot. We were all hot. The 
air conditioning blew at approximately room temperature, 
which was not as icy as we’d have liked, so we tended to roll 
the windows down, too. This made me feel connected to the 
outside world, as I never do in a fancy car with excellent air 
conditioning.

Amanda and I talked about which national parks we had 
visited; about New York and her new apartment; about how 
much I missed the city; and about her mom, who was very 
sick. We talked about friends having babies. We talked about 
where we should go the next day and where we might find 
good barbeque. We stopped at craft museums and looked at 
quilts made by hand over many years. And sometimes we just 
sat silently and listened to Millie pant.

Millie and I left Amanda at the airport in Little Rock, Ark. 
She flew back home, and we continued on for another week, 
through Louisiana and across never-ending Texas, through 
the deserts of New Mexico and Arizona, and finally into 
Southern California, past the windmills of Palm Springs 
and into the manicured bosom of Pasadena, where oranges 
and flowers welcomed us. Neither of us really knew where 
we were, but I knew we had crossed the country, and maybe 
Millie knew it, too, and several days later we sat in the sand 
and looked out at the horizon of a new ocean. B


